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As we await our much-prayed-for great war, we Futurists carry our
violent antineutralist action from city square to university and back
again, using our art ro prepare the Italian sensibility for the great hour
of maximum danger. Itaiy must be fearless, eager, as swift and elastic as
r fencer, as indifierent to blows as a boxer, as impassive at the news of a
victory that may have cost fifty thousand dead as ar rhe news of a defeat.

For Italy to learn to make up its mind with lightning speed, to hurl
itself into battle, to sustain every undertaking and every possible calamity, books and reviews are unnecessary. They interest and concern only
a minority, are more or less tedious, obstructive, and relaxing. They
cannot help chilling enthusiasm, aborting impulses, and poisoning with
doubt a people at war. War-Futurism intensified--obliges us ro march
end not to rot fmarciare, non marcirel in libraries and reading rooms.
Tnungronr wE THINK THAT THE oNLy wAy ro TNSpIRE Irar-y wrtr rHr
WARLIKE spIRIT ToDAy rs THRoucH THE THEATER. In fact
9o percent of
Italians go to the theater, whereas only ro percent read books and reviews. But what is needed is a Fururusr THEATER, completely opposed to
the passdist theater that drags its monotonous, depressing processions
around the sleepy Italian stages.
Not to dwell on the historical theater, a sickening genre already abandoned by the passdist public, we condemn the whole contemporary
theater because it is too prolix, analytic, pedantically psychological, ex-
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planatory, diluted, finicking, static, as full of prohibitions as a
lxrlicc
station, as cut up into cells as a monastery, as moss-grown as an okl
abandoned house. In other words it is a pacifistic, neutralist theater, tlrc
antithesis of the fierce, overwhelming, synthesizing velocity of the wrrr,

Our Futurist theater will be
Synthetic. That is, very brief. To compress into a few minutes, into I
few words and gestures, innumerable situations, sensibilities, ideas, scnsations, facts, and symbols.

The writers who wanted to renew the theater (Ibsen, Maeterlinck,
Andreyev, Claudel, Shaw) never thought of arriving at a true synthesis,
of freeing themselves from a technique that involves prolixity, meticulous analysis, drawn-out preparation. Before the works of these authors,
the audience is in the indignant arrirude of a circle of bystanders who
swallow their anguish and pity as they warch the slow agony of a horse
that has collapsed on the pavement. The sigh of applause that finally
breaks out frees the audience's stomach from all the indigestible time it
has swallowed. Each act is as painful as having to wait pariently in an
antichamber for the minister (coup dc thidtre: kiss, pistol shot, verbal
revelation, etc.) to receive you. All this pass6ist or semi-Futurist theater,
instead of synthesizing fact and idea in the smallest number of words
and gestures, savagely destroys the variety of place (source of dynamism and amazement), stufis many city squares, landscapes, streets,
into the sausage of a single room. For this reason this theater is entirely
static.

We are convinced that mechanically, by force of brevity, we

can

achieve an entirely new rheater perfectly in tune with our swift and
laconic Futurist sensibility. Our acts can also be moments laui-attimil

only a few seconds long. With this essential and synthetic brevity the
theater can bear and even overcome competition from the cinema.

Atechnical. The pass€ist rhearer is the literary form that most distorts
and diminishes an author's talent. This form, much more than lyric
poetry or the novel, is subject to the demands of technique: (r) to omit
every notion that doesn't conform to public taste; (2) once a theatrical
idea has been found (expressible in a few pages), to stretch it our over
two, three, or four acts; (3) to surround an interesting character with
many pointless types: coat-holders, door-openers, all sorts of bizarre

r.rnic turns; (4) to make the length of each act vary between half and
thrce-quarters of an hour; (5) to construct each act taking care to (a)
l,cgin with seven or eight absolutely useless pages, (b) introduce a tenth
,,[ your idea in the first act, five-tenths in the second, four-tenths in the
rlrird, (c) shape your acts for rising excitement, each act being no more
tlran a preparation Ior the finale, (d) always make the first act a little

that the second can be amusing and the third deuouring; (6)
line with a hundred or more insignificant pra(7)
to devote less than a page to explaining an
lines;
never
l,uratory
('ntrance or an exit minutely; (tt) to apply systematically to the whole
play thc rule of a supcrficial uariety, to the acts' scenes, and lines. For
instance, to make olre act a day, another an evening, another deep
rright; to make one act pathetic, another anguished, another sublime;
when you have to prolong a dialogue between two actors, make some-
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thing happen to interrupt it, a {alling vase, a passing mandolin player.
. . . Or else have the actors constantly move around from sitting to
standing, from right to left, and meanwhile vary the dialogue to make
it seem as if a bomb might explode outside at any moment (e.g., the
lrctrayed husband might catch his wife red-handed) when actually
nothing is going to explode until the end of the act; (9) to be enorrrrously careful about the uerisimilitude of the plot; (ro) to write your
lrlay in such a manner that the audience understands in the finest dctail
rhe hou and uthy ol euerything that takes place on thc stagc, aboue all
thatit \nouts by the last act hou the protagonists aill end up.
With our synthetist movement in the theater, we want to destroy the
'l'echnique that from the Greeks until now, instead of simplifying itself,
has become more and more dogmatic, stupid, logical, meticulous, pe-

Turnrronr :
r. It's stupid to ,urite one hundred pages where one tuould do, only
because the audience through habit and infantile instinct wants to see

<lantic, strangling.

character in a play result from a series of events, wants to fool itself into
thinking that the character really exists in order to admire the beauties
of Art, meanwhile refusing to acknowledge any art if the author limits
himself to sketching out a few of the character's traits.

z. It's stupid not to rebel against the prejudice of theatricality when
life itself (which consists ol actions uastly more aa.,\uard, unilorm, and
prcdictable than those that unfold in the world of art) is for the most
parr antitheatrical and even in this offers innumerable possibilitics lor
the stage. EvrnvrntNc oF ANY VALUE rs THEATRICAL.
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3. It's stupid ro pander to the primitivism of the crowd, which, in thc
last analysis, wanrs ro see rhe bad guy lose and the good guy

win.

4. It's stupid ro worry about verisimilitude (absurd because talent
and worth have little to do with

it).

5. It's stupid to wanr to explain with logical minuteness everyrhitUl
taking place on the stage, when even in life one never grasps an evenr
entirely in all its causes and consequences, because reality throbs around
us, bombards us ruith squalls of lragments of interconnected euents,
mortised and tenoncd together, conlused, mircd up, chaotic. E.g., it's
stupid to act out a contest between two persons alutays in an orderly,
clear, and logical way, since in daily life we nearly always encounter
mere fashes of argument made momentary by our modern experience,
in a tram, a caf{ a railway station, which remain cinematic in our
minds like fragmentary dynamic symphonies of gesrures, words, lights,
and sounds.

6. It's stupid to submit to obligatory crescendi, prepared efrects, and
postponed climaxes.

7. lt's stupid to allow one's ralenr to be burdened with the weight of a
technique that anyone (even imbeciles) can acquire by study, practice,
and patience.
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8. Ir's sruplu ro RENouNCE THE DyNATIIc LEAp tN THE voID oF TorAL
CREATION, BEyOND THE RANGf, OF TERRITORY pREVIOUSLy EXpLORED.

Dynamic, simultaneous. That is, born of improvisation, lightninglike
intuition, from suggestive and revealing actuality. We believe that :r
thing is valuable to rhe exrenr that it is improvised (hours, minutes,
seconds), not extensively prepared (months, years, centuries).
We feel an unconquerable repugnance for desk work, a priori, that
fails to respect the ambience of the theater itself. TnE GREATER NUMBER
oF ouR woRKs HAVE tsEEN wRrrrEN rN THE TrrEATEn. The theatrical ambience is our inexhaustible reservoir of inspirations: the magnetic circular
sensation invading our tired brains during morning rehearsal in an
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empty gilded theater; an acror's intonation that suggests the possibility
of constructing a cluster of paradoxical thoughts on top of it; a movement of scenery that hints ar a symphony of lights; an actress,s feshiness thrt fills our minds with genially full-bodied norions.
We overran Italy at the head of a heroic battalion of comedians who
imposed on audiences Electricitd and other Futurist syntheses (alive

us) that were revolutions
imprisoned in auditoriums-from the Politeama Garibaldi of Palermo
to the Dal Verme of Milan. The Italian theaters smoothed the wrinkles
in the raging massage of the crowd and rocked with bursts of volcanic
laughter. We fraternized with the actors. Then, on sleepless nights in
trains, we argued, goading each other to heights of genius to the
rhythm of tunnels and stations. Our Futurist theater jeers at Shakespeare but pays attention to the gossip of actors, is put to sleep by a line
yesterday, today surpassed and condemned by

l:n13":'::::::'#':i:rJ:f '"irx.'iT:T"::I:ffi il;Jifl :li:
DTFFERENT A'nMospHEREs AND rrMEs. E.g., whereas in a drama ltke Piil che
l'amore [D'Annunzio], the important events (for instance, the murder
of the gambling house keeper) don't take place on the stage but are
narrated with a complete lack of dynamism; in the 6rst act of La Figlia
di lorio [D'Annunzio] the events take place against a simple background with no iumps in space or time; and in the Futurist synthesis,
Simultaneitd, there are two ambiences that interpenetrate and many
different times put into action simultaneously.

Autonomous, alogical, unreal.The Futurist theatrical synthesis will not
be subject to logic, will pay no attention to photography; it will be
dutonomous, will resemble nothing but itself, although it will take elements from reality and combine them as its whim dictates. Above all,
just as the painter and composer discover, scattered through the outside
world, a narrower but more intense life, made up of colors, forms,
sounds, and noises, the same is true for the man giftcd uith theatrical
sensibility, for tuhom a specialized reality exists that uiolently assaubs
his nerues: it consists of what is called THE THEATRIcAL woRLD.

Tur Furuxrsr THEATER rs BoRN oF THE Two Mosr VITAL cuxnrNrs in the
Futurist sensibility, defined in the two manifestos "The Variety Theater" and "Weights, Measures, and Prices of Artistic Genius," which are:
(r) our frenzied passion for real, swift, elegant, complicated, cynical,
muscular, fugitive, Futurist life; (z) our very modern cerebral definition of art according to which no logic, no tradition, no aesthetic, no
technique, no opportunity can be imposed on the artist's natural talent;
he must be preoccupied only with creating synthetic expressions of cerebral energy that have rHE ABsoLUTE vALUE oF NovELTy.
The Futurist theater will be able to excite its audience, that is, make

it
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forget the monotony of daily life, by sweeping it through a labyrinth of
scnsatiorls imprinted on the most cxacerbated originality and combined
in unpredictable uays.
Every night the Futurist ,heater will be a gymnasium to train our
race's spirit to the swift, dangerous enthusiasms made necessary by this

Futurist year.

CONCLUSIONS

r. Totalry

ABoLrsH THE TECHNTeuE THAT

Is

rHr

KILLTNG

passirsr

THEATER.

z. Dnarr.rarrzr ALL THE Drscol'ERrEs (no matter how unlikely, weird,
and antitheatrical) ruer ouR TALENT rs DrscovERrNc rN r.HE suBcoNsclous,
IN ILL.DEFINED FORCES, IN PURE ABSTRACTION, IN THE PURELY CEREBRAL, THE
puRELy FANTASTIc, IN REcoRD-SDTTTNG AND BoDy-MADNEss.

(8.g.,

V en

gono,

F. T. Marinetti's first drama of objects, a new vein of theatrical sensibil-

ity discovered by Futurism.)
3. Svl,rruoNrzE THE AUDIENcT's srNsIsILITy By ExpLoRrNc

rr,

sTIRRINc

UP ITS LAZIEST LAYERS WITH EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE; ELIMINATE THE PRECONCEPTION OF THE FOOTLIGHTS BY THROWING NETS OF SENSATION BETWEEN
STAGE AND AUDIENCE; THE STAGE ACTION

WILL INVADE THE

ORCHESTRA SEATS,

THE AUDIENCE.

4. FnarunNrzE wARMLy wITH

Tr-rE AcroRs

wHo

ARE AMoNG THE FEw

THINKERS \vHO FLEE FROM EVERY DEFORMING CULTURAL ENTERPRISE.

5. Anor,rsH THE

FARCE, THE vAUDEVTLLE, THE

SERIOUS DRAMA, AND THE TRAGEDY, AND CREATE

FoRMs oF

Furunrsr

THEATER,

sKETcH, THE coMEDy, THE

IN THEIR PLACE THE MANY

sucH As: LINES wRITTEN rN

FREE woRDs,

SIMULTANEITY, COMPENETRATTON, THE SHORT, ACTED-OUT pO[,M, THE DRAMATIZED SENSATION, COMIC DIALOGUE, THE NEGATI!'E ACT, THE REECHOING LINE,

"Bxrner,octc,lr-" DrscussroN, syNTHETrc DEFoRMATToN, THE scrENTrFrc ourBURST THAT CLEARS THE AIR.

6, Tnnoucn uNBRoKEN coNTACT,
A

cREATE BETwEEN

us AND THE cRowD

CURRENT OF CONFIDENCE RATHER THAN RESPECTFULNESS,

rNsrILL rN ouR

AUDTENcEs

IN

OBJER TO

rHE DyNAMIc vrvACITy oF A NEw Furunrst

THEATRICALITY.

These are the first words on the theater. Our first eleven theatrical
syntheses (by Marinetti, Settimelli, Bruno Corra, R. Chiti, Balilla Pra-

tella) were victoriously imposed on crowded theaters in Ancona, Bo-

krgna, Padua, Naples, Venice, Verona, Florence, and Rome, by Ettore
llcrti, Zoncada, and Petrolini, In Milan we shall soon have the great
rnctal building, enlivened by all the electromechanical inventions that
:rlone

will permit

us

to realize our most free conceptions on the

stage.

